Public perceptions of CO2 transportation in pipelines
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HIGHLIGHTS

- Lay publics express good general knowledge of CO2 but not of its specific properties.
- Key concerns relate to risk and safety and ‘first of a kind’ nature of CO2 pipeline.
- Group participants are sceptical about motivations of CO2 pipeline developers.
- Communities’ trust in developer is a major element of their risk assessment.
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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the response by members of the lay public to the prospect of an onshore CO2 pipeline through their locality as part of a proposed CCS development and presents results from deliberative Focus Groups held along a proposed pipeline route. Although there is a reasonable level of general knowledge about CO2 across the lay public, understanding of its specific properties is more limited. The main concerns expressed around pipelines focused on five areas: (i) safe operation of the pipeline; (ii) the risks to people, livestock and vegetation arising from the leakage of CO2 from the pipeline; (iii) the innovative and ‘first of its kind’ nature of the pipeline and the consequent lack of operational CO2 pipelines in the UK to demonstrate the technology; (iv) impacts on coastal erosion at the landfall site; and (v) the potential disruption to local communities during pipeline construction. Participants expressed scepticism over the motivations of CO2 pipeline developers. Trust that the developer will minimise risk during the route selection and subsequent construction, operation and maintenance of the pipeline is key; building trust within the local community requires early engagement processes, tailored to deliver a variety of engagement and information approaches.

© 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.

1. Introduction

The UK Carbon Plan suggests that carbon capture and storage (CCS) is expected to play a significant role in the UK climate change mitigation strategy (DECC, 2011) with a goal for the commercial deployment of the technology during the 2020s (DECC, 2012). The key advantage of CCS is that it would allow the continued use of fossil fuelled power generation with a substantial reduction in the associated atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, in the short to medium term. However, despite its extensive presence in future energy scenarios in the UK and beyond (IEA, 2013), CCS is yet to achieve widespread commercial deployment, with only 8 large scale projects in operation worldwide, none of which are fully integrated power generation projects (GCCSI, 2013). While work on public perceptions suggests that the general public are not opposed in principle, and could be supportive of the technology (Eurobarometer, 2011; Oltra et al., 2012; Sharp et al., 2009; Whitmarsh et al., 2011), there is limited experience of how local communities respond to actual projects. While some demonstration plants have been successfully installed, a number of CCS projects have encountered opposition from local communities and have, as a consequence, been cancelled or gone ahead in a reduced form (Brunsting et al., 2011b; Oltra et al., 2012).

The CCS process involves the capture of CO2 from a large point source (such as a power station) which is then transported to a permanent underground storage site (such as depleted oil or gas reservoirs, or saline aquifers). CO2 can be transported in different ways by, for example, ship, road or rail; however, in the case of CCS, pipeline is the most economic and efficient option (IPCC, 2005). CO2 has been successfully transported by pipeline, both over- and underground, in the US since 1972 and there are now over 6500 km of pipelines transporting around 50 million tonnes CO2 (Mt CO2) per annum (GCCSI, 2013, IEAGHG, 2014). In the UK, although there is an extensive network of pipelines transporting water, natural gas, petroleum products and oil, this experience does not extend to transportation of CO2 by pipeline.
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A pipeline affects multiple local communities along its route, it is highly conspicuous during its construction and could thus be a focus for expressing opposition to the wider project; it is an extensive representation of a larger system (in this case CCS) that goes beyond a single physical artefact (Sovacool, 2011). This paper explores the potential response by members of the lay public to the prospect of an onshore CO₂ pipeline through their locality. While there is a growing body of research on the public perceptions and social implications of CCS in general (for reviews see Ashworth et al., 2009a; Whitmarsh et al., 2011; IJGGC 2013), there is very little relating specifically to CO₂ transportation by pipeline, yet public responses to this element of the CCS chain could be critical. A study into public acceptance of the different components of the CCS chain in Switzerland found that the prospect of a CO₂ pipeline in the respondents’ locality held a greater influence on acceptability than storage or plant type but that CO₂ pipelines were viewed less negatively than natural gas pipelines (Wallquist et al., 2012). These findings contrast with those of other studies which have found that CO₂ storage is the element of the CCS chain that typically causes greatest concern to lay publics when they are first introduced to the CCS concept (Hammond and Shackley, 2010; Mander et al., 2010; Upham and Roberts, 2011).

In the UK, National Grid is proposing a transportation and storage system to support the provision of CCS technology in the Yorkshire and Humberside region. The Humber pipeline would pass from an area that is an existing centre of power generation, through the sparsely populated Yorkshire Wolds to the east coast. The proposed route corridor, discussed in the following research, was selected following an initial consultation process and both technical (National Grid, 2012) and environmental assessments (National Grid, 2013). Prior to the empirical research described below, National Grid had conducted an open consultation process providing information about the construction and operation of the pipeline and opportunity for feedback on the proposed pipeline route, holding a series of open events1 within the local communities alongside more formal negotiations with affected landowners. The research was planned in consultation with National Grid, to ensure that information provided was accurate and that the group sessions were designed to deliver relevant insight to community views. The aim was to provide an independent academic assessment of existing knowledge and gaps in understanding of CO₂ and its transportation in pipelines. No representatives of National Grid were present at either of the deliberative focus groups; one out of the nineteen individuals participating in the groups had attended one of the National Grid consultation events, however, they remained unfamiliar with the topics covered during the event.

The overall aim of the research was to explore the issues around public perceptions of CO₂ transportation by pipeline, specifically to:

(i) Assess individuals’ understanding of CO₂ and identify their existing perceptions of it: what do people know and understand about CO₂ and its properties;
(ii) Explore perceptions of risk and key areas of concern with respect to pipeline transportation of CO₂ for the purposes of CCS.

These objectives were pursued through deliberative focus groups involving residents along the proposed pipeline route. The paper continues with a short description of the transportation of CO₂ in pipelines, followed by a brief review of the literature relating to risk and public acceptance, community responses to energy infrastructure and public attitudes to CCS. The methods section is followed by a presentation of results from the deliberative focus group process, brought together to inform the concluding sections.

1.1. CO₂ transport in pipelines

Conventional natural gas pipelines have been designed and operated safely in the UK for many years with well-specified standards (HSE, 2008a, 2008b; IGEM, 2008). However, CO₂ has different properties to natural gas and requires additional standards beyond the prevailing codes and standards. Under normal atmospheric conditions of temperature and pressure, CO₂ exists as a gas. However, to achieve sufficient flow rates and to minimise the pipeline diameter, CO₂ is transported in its dense phase—i.e. at a sufficient pressure that it becomes liquid (Eldevik, 2008); the proposed CO₂ pipeline will operate at a pressure up to 150 bar. The preferred material for CO₂ pipeline construction is carbon steel, as it is highly resistant to corrosion and cost effective (Hegghum et al., 2005). Other factors to be considered in the design of a pipeline include: pipe thickness (determined by factors such as operational pressure), resistance to internal and external degradation, protection from damage, incorporation of appropriate monitoring facilities and pipeline routing (Vandeginste and Piessens, 2008; Serpa et al., 2011).

Onshore pipelines are built according to defined standards and are subject to regulatory approval to assure a high level of safety, particularly in densely populated areas, although specific codes and standards are still being developed for CO₂ pipelines in the UK (HSE, 2008a, 2008b). Land use planning zones around the pipeline and associated Above Ground Installations (AGIs) are used in conjunction with separation distances which specify minimum distances from normally occupied buildings to ensure the safety of surrounding communities (HSE, 2008a). These are based on a Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) according to the pipeline specification (i.e. pipeline diameter, pipe wall thickness, the maximum operating pressure, type of steel and its depth of burial) and the substance being transported (ibid). Pipelines in operation are closely monitored for changes to pressure and flow rates, which could indicate occurrence of a leak. They are also monitored externally, including corrosion monitoring and visual inspections for leaks, local groundworks and maintaining pipeline “waymarkers” and internally, by pipeline inspection gauges or ‘pigs’ (piston-like inspection devices that are driven through the pipeline by fluid pressure) which detect potential damage, corrosion or failures of the pipe. In the event of a leak, the pipeline is shut down ensuring that any release is limited.

Unlike a natural gas pipeline, the risk of a fire or explosion is absent from a CO₂ pipeline, however, CO₂ presents other risks. Pure CO₂ is colourless and odourless and, despite being present in ambient air at a concentration of around 380 parts per million (ppm), it is potentially both toxic and an asphyxiant. Relatively low concentrations of CO₂ can be hazardous to human health; inhaling CO₂ at concentrations above 7% (or 7 x 10⁴ ppm) represents a significant toxicological hazard to humans, although a concentrations necessary to present an immediate danger of death are 50% for asphyxiation and 15% for the toxicological effects from inhalation (Harper, 2011; DNV, 2008). The most commonly-cited CO₂ incident occurred as a result of natural processes at Lake Nyos in the Cameroon. The lake is naturally saturated with CO₂ due to the existence of a magma chamber underneath it which continually leaks CO₂; it has been estimated that 1600 kt CO₂ was unexpectedly released in 1986 killing in excess of 1700 people and injuring many more (Kling et al., 1987). The quantity of CO₂ released at
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Lake Nyos is vastly greater than the volumes associated with CO₂ transportation for CCS, which are unlikely to be more than 10 s of kt CO₂ (Harper, 2011). Of more relevance as an analogue is an accidental release of about 15 tCO₂ from a fire extinguishing installation factory in Monchengladbach, Germany in 2008. Coincidental failure of door seals resulted in a CO₂ release outside, very still air conditions led to the intoxication of 107 people, of whom 19 were hospitalised and all of whom recovered (HSE, 2011).

1.2. Risk and public acceptance

Renn has described two paradigms of risk, the ‘realist’ perspective and ‘social constructivist’ perspective, which are often pitted against each other as technical assessment of risk versus social perceptions (Renn, 1998). This tension between the technical, social and cultural dimensions has been widely recognised in the literature on risk management and communication (e.g. Parkhill et al., 2009; Bradbury et al., 2011); the challenge is to achieve both professional (technical) and social accuracy and fairness (Renn, 1998).

From a technical perspective, risk is the product of the likelihood and severity of an adverse event occurring. When deciding on a pipeline route, and appropriate design measures to reduce any associated risks, a Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) is performed to calculate the individual and societal risks arising from the pipeline route proposed, prioritising physical risks. Lay assessments of risk, however, go beyond the immediate physical risks and include wider and more abstract risks as well as the local, direct and tangible. Studies into the public acceptance of new technologies have found that public acceptance is, in part, influenced by how perceptions of associated risks are balanced against perceived benefits (Frewer et al., 1998). Other, qualitative characteristics which can influence tolerance of risk include personal control, institutional control, voluntariness, familiarity, dread, distributional equity, artificiality of risk source and blame (Renn, 1998). Social representations theory (SRT) considers the processes through which socio-cultural influences are embedded in individual responses, avoiding the notion of ‘erroneous perceivers’ of risk (e.g. Joffe, 2003). SRT is a non-predictive approach which describes how risk becomes represented through dual processes of anchoring (by which, for example, a new risk becomes associated with a known danger) and objectifying (whereby an unfamiliar concept becomes transformed to a more concrete construct).

Trust in organisations involved in any development is a critical component of its public acceptability (Midden and Huijts, 2009; Terwel et al., 2009; Terwel et al., 2011) and is closely related to how both the competence and intentions of those organisations are perceived (Huijts et al., 2007). People are not naïve and understand that companies need to make profit—and may question claims that companies are investing in something for purely environmental protection reasons. Previous research suggests that arguments presented by organisations need to be congruent with the type of organisation—a more positive response to statements by private companies is generated when the economic case is presented alongside the environmental case than when the environmental case alone is presented (Terwel et al., 2011). Furthermore, the local community must also trust that the developer will take every step possible to minimise risks during the route selection and subsequent construction, operation and maintenance of the pipeline. The role of trust in public acceptance extends beyond trust in organisations and their representatives, to trust in the underlying technical scientific, managerial and regulatory competence (Gough and Boucher, 2013)—that they are both adequate and enforceable.

The notion that opposition to a new development or technology is simply a result of a lack of knowledge and understanding about the development on the part of lay communities (often referred to as an “information deficit”) has been widely contested in the social science literature (see for example Irwin and Wynne, 1996). Research into previous controversies has identified a wide range of factors that can contribute to a community opposing a technology. These may be related to specific physical characteristics, symbolic or ideological associations, local, personal or contextual issues or other political, institutional and socioeconomic factors that influence how individuals and communities respond to a particular development (see for example Devine-Wright, 2005; Roberts et al., 2013; McLachlan, 2009).

Other research suggests that, with time, communities may become familiarised with living near to a ‘hazardous’ facility (such as a nuclear power station, for example), to the point where there is very little routine engagement with any associated risk issues (Parkhill et al., 2009). Whereas a nuclear power station is a highly visible presence in the landscape, a pipeline is hidden (buried) such that the transition to familiarity may be realised as awareness of the pipeline moves from the conscious to the sub-conscious.

1.3. Community responses to energy infrastructure

The response of local communities to new infrastructure projects can be critical to the successful delivery of those projects; a hostile response from the host community may fatally impact a project (and leave a legacy which may affect future projects elsewhere). In Barendrecht, a full chain CCS demonstration project which included onshore CO₂ storage in a densely populated area, was eventually cancelled amidst a high level of public opposition. Barendrecht is a well-documented and well-studied case, which delivers valuable insights relating to how the public engagement process is conducted and the specific local factors that contributed to its unsuccessful outcome (Brunsting et al., 2011a, 2011b).

While the opportunity for opposition and debate is an essential part of the democratic process, providing learning opportunities and ultimately a check on inappropriate developments, avoiding unnecessary hostility can support a more positive outcome for all parties: achieving “fewer, but better conflicts” (Fischhoff, quoted in Bradbury et al., 2011). A pipeline can be subject to “interpretive flexibility”, representing different meanings to different stakeholders; a study looking at oil and gas pipelines in central and south east Asia found representations well beyond their fuel distribution role, extending to notions of progress, modernity and economic wealth but also human rights and development issues (Sovacool, 2011).

In the context of CCS projects, during its construction a pipeline is a very visible component of the CCS process and provides an “access point” for opponents of the broader context of CCS in association with coal fired power generation. Widener (2013) describes how local environmental justice issues combined with wider climate activism in the US during the early stages of the Keystone pipeline and the refinery which it connects. In this case, the debate focused around the issue of fossil fuel proliferation and alternative energy sources but did not receive conventional media coverage—the “quiet conflict” was played out locally and communicated primarily through the web (ibid). Furthermore, issues relating to justice may become important when a community does not identify any local benefits from a project which is seen to deliver benefits elsewhere. For example when a local community does not have access to the resource being transported by the pipeline; or identifies others profiting while the local community bears the burden.

With any new infrastructure the potential physical risks must be minimised and key to any discussion of physical impacts is the
way that scientific arguments are used and framed within the debate. McLachlan and Mander (2013) have described how different ways in which knowledge is framed and applied influences how it is used to support different arguments within a controversy. Both local and larger protest groups increasingly have access to scientific and expert resources, whether through the resources to commission consultants, for example, as a group of local residents did in support of their opposition to the Milford Haven gas pipeline (Groves et al., 2013; Yakovleva and Munday, 2010), or through the skills of individuals within the campaign. A recent controversy relating to the Weyburn-Midale CCS project was framed entirely around conflicting scientific analyses relating to the causes of observed effects and the sources of alleged pollutants (PTRC, 2011; Lafleur, 2010).

1.4. Public attitudes to CCS

In an analysis of previously planned CCS projects, Oltra et al. (2012) found that local opposition is not solely a function of risk characteristics or proximity and identified six commonly active factors: characteristics of the technology or project; planning/public engagement process; risk perceptions; stakeholder actions; characteristics of the host community; socio-political context. The importance of trust recurs throughout the literature on responses to CCS (e.g. Huijts et al., 2007; Terwel et al., 2009, 2011). Local opposition to a project is not solely a function of the risk presented by the technology; distrust of the key actors is often a key driver (Oltra et al., 2012). When a new project is unfamiliar, the developer is identified as the main beneficiary of the project and is also the main source of information about the project; trust in the company is both essential and easily eroded by opposition from influential stakeholder groups, such as media, environmental NGOs etc (ibid.). Furthermore, recognition of the specific social characteristics of host communities have been identified as holding a significant influence on community perspectives of a planned development (Bradbury et al., 2009).

A number of studies have looked at the public understanding of CO2 as part of an assessment of opinions and the understanding of CCS in general (Wallquist et al., 2009; de Best-Waldhober et al., 2012; de Best-Waldhober and Daamen, 2011; Itaoka et al., 2012). Itaoka et al. (2012) explored the relationship between the understanding of CO2 and acceptance of CCS in three countries but not how it relates to CO2 transportation by pipeline specifically (Itaoka et al, 2012). Finding a correlation between misperceptions of CO2 and misperceptions of CCS, the authors highlight the importance of providing information about CO2 as part of all CCS communications, not just with respect to pipelines, and found low levels of understanding and familiarity with the physical and chemical properties of CO2 or its everyday uses (ibid). In another study, interview respondents in Switzerland related atmospheric release of CO2 (from a power station or from part of the CCS process) to a reduction in the local air quality—comparing it to “exhaust gases” (Wallquist et al., 2009), similar associations were expressed in the former study in which CO2 was associated with “soot” or “air pollution” (Itaoka et al., 2012).

A large scale survey into perceptions of CCS in the Netherlands (de Best-Waldhober et al., 2011, 2012) found a proportion of respondents were unsure about whether CO2 was a cause of cancer, was harmful if it came into contact with the skin, or whether it made the earth’s climate habitable. A positive correlation was found between respondents with a good understanding of CO2 and those with a positive view of CCS (ibid).

The basic properties of CO2, its sources and sinks, were identified as key topics requiring explanation delivered through Briefing Notes on CCS in a study assessing information needs surrounding CCS (Shackley et al., 2013). A special Eurobarometer survey on CCS found that 30% of all respondents did not know what “CO2” was; the number correctly identifying it as carbon dioxide ranged from only 29% (France) to 75% (Poland), the figure for the UK was 54% (Eurobarometer, 2011). In the same survey, 74% of respondents (UK: 67%) identified CO2 as being “unhealthy” and 16% (UK: 13%) thought that it was flammable or explosive; the survey did not include questions specifically relating to pipeline transportation. Understanding that CO2 is not flammable or explosive could be a critical factor in local responses to CO2 pipelines, since any previous serious accidents involving natural gas pipelines, although rare, are often associated with an explosion.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Deliberative focus groups

Focus groups have been successfully applied within other studies examining the public understanding of CCS (Bradbury et al., 2009; Oltra et al., 2010; Shackley et al., 2005; Upham and Roberts, 2011). Given the low levels of existing knowledge of CCS technology (Wallquist et al., 2009; de Best-Waldhober et al., 2011, 2012; Itaoka et al., 2012), we describe empirical research in which members of the public participated.

In deliberative focus groups, a deliberative focus group is a process through which a group of people are provided with detailed briefing on particular topics before being asked in an interactive and deliberative setting about their attitudes (see Morgan, 1993; Macnaghten and Szerszynski, 2013). The deliberative focus groups within this study each took place over one full day and involved a mix of presentations, activities and facilitated discussions, allowing for an in-depth exploration of attitudes, opinions and concerns around the topic of CO2 transportation in pipelines (Morgan, 1993; Therwell, 1999; Krueger and Casey, 2000). Responses to this new technology can be categorised in two ways: firstly a response to the principle of CCS in the abstract and secondly the response to specific projects (Stephens et al., 2011); much of the previous research into the public perceptions of CCS falls into the first category. The deliberative focus groups described below capture both types of response—participants are confronted with the new concept of CCS technology and with the possibility that their region might be host to one of the first demonstration projects in the UK.

As only small samples of respondents can be accessed, conclusions from deliberative focus group studies are more useful for understanding how and why members of the lay public might respond to and form opinions about a particular project or technology than for predicting the response of the wider population. The aim of this study is to gain a greater insight into the level of existing knowledge and the nature of issues that inspire concern or reassurance amongst people living within the local community, recognising that the wider response is formed by multiple ‘publics’ (Pidgeon et al., 2008). Furthermore, the reach of a focus group extends beyond the immediate participants to their network of family, friends and acquaintances as they go on to discuss their experience (Roberts and Mander, 2011).

Participants were recruited using a purposive sampling approach targeting individuals in close proximity to the proposed Yorkshire and Humber CCS pipeline and, as such, are not necessarily representative of the whole population (Carson et al., 2001). Previous research suggests that individuals living in closer to a planned CCS project have a greater level of knowledge and awareness of the technology (Reiner et al., 2010). Following a poor response from advertisements placed in local papers and web-based community fora, a mailshot was delivered to households in
the selected areas (n = 1000), including the offer of a cash incentive of £75 for taking part. In order to recruit a wide cross section of people, and to avoid deterring people unfamiliar with the topic, the mailshot did not reveal that the discussion related to energy, CCS or pipelines. Nevertheless, response rates were low, potentially due to the restricted dates and duration of the focus groups. In addition, all respondents to the mailshot were screened to ensure a spread of participants, consistent with the demographic profile of the area.

In total, 19 participants took part in one day deliberative focus groups in two village locations along the proposed pipeline route. The first location, Barmston, is situated on the east coast close to the proposed landfall site, and the second, Holme-on-Spalding-Moor, is further inland and hence is nearer to the CO2 capture site; the groups took place on the 13th and 14th October 2012 respectively. Each six hour session was structured around four topics—CO2, CCS, pipelines and risk assessment. Each topic included a presentation by an expert, followed by a facilitated in-depth group discussion, using a topic guide designed to explore the specific research questions outlined above and, in the case of the CCS and pipeline sessions, additional interactive activities.

The CO2 presentation, made by a science communicator independent of the project team, incorporated a variety of interactive experiments designed to demonstrate the particular properties of CO2. Topics on CO2 included: natural occurrences, the greenhouse effect, uses, as a product of combustion, physical and toxicological properties. In the CCS session, a presentation by a member of the project team provided an overview of UK electricity generation, fossil fuels and climate change, climate policy, a description of CCS, its global status and local project plans. Participants then worked in small groups to summarise the key pros and cons of CCS. The two pipeline session included presentations by an academic pipeline engineer; the first session described substances transported by pipeline, pipeline materials, pipeline dimensions, operating pressures, safety measures and pipeline routes. The second pipeline presentation covered risk issues, including a description of risk and how safe levels of risks are defined and a description of how pipeline routing decisions are made. A map of National Grid’s proposed route corridor (National Grid, 2013) was used as a means of prompting discussions, focusing on the risks that participants associated with the CO2 pipeline proposed. More detail on the content of the expert presentations, discussion prompts and activities can be found in O’Keefe et al. (2013). Great care was taken to ensure that the expert presentations provided balanced information as far as possible. While it is recognised that provision of information in this way can influence individuals’ perceptions, given the lack of familiarity with the topic, the presence of three independent experts, each knowledgeable about different aspects of the technology, enabled discussions to be structured around accurate information and allowing immediate answers to questions, ensuring discussions on key issues did not become unnecessarily speculative. Discussions were led by a facilitator, the expert only participated when answering specific questions, participants were encouraged to discuss any issues that they felt important to them. Discussions were audio-taped using digital recorders, transcribed verbatim and verified by the researchers before being entered into a qualitative data analysis software package (Atlas.ti). The transcripts were then coded using the topic guide for preset codes and new codes as they emerged.

3. Results

Participants’ responses to the discussion topics introduced during the deliberative Focus Groups are described below.

3.1. Carbon dioxide

In order to assess individual understanding of CO2 and to initiate the discussions, participants were asked to list their associations with CO2 prior to the presentation. Positive associations included “trees”, “plants”, “photosynthesis”, “natural”; negative associations included “poisonous”, “faulty heaters”, “global warming”, “electricity generation”, “pollution”, “industrial”, “invisible”. Participants initially lacked confidence in discussing CO22 and, although expressing some awareness of it, they were not all familiar with its sources or properties. Prior to the CO2 presentation, some participants associated it with carbon monoxide (chemical formula, CO) poisoning, although any confusion was clarified in discussions with other participants. Different ways of referring to CO2 were discussed: “carbon dioxide” was considered by participants to be a familiar term, known to the majority of people; for some, the use of the chemical formula “CO2” was considered to sound more technical—possibly more “dangerous”. No-one from either group, volunteered the idea of CO2 being either explosive or flammable. Participants were reasonably clear that CO2 played a role in natural plant processes and about some of the anthropogenic aspects of CO2 but a discussion about whether it is a man-made or natural substance revealed some ambiguity and confusion:

It pollutes the environment and things like that, which is really bad or whatever (...) But then it can’t be so bad because plants use it and things like that.

Female (F4), Holme-on-Spalding Moor

It didn’t register at all to start with, I just thought carbon dioxide, it’s a negative gas, we breathe it out, it’s waste, and it isn’t, there’s more to it than that.

Male (M1), Barmston

Participants responded positively to practical demonstrations about the properties of CO2 and in particular were reassured that it is denser than air (seen as making it more “manageable”); by the way in which CO2 is formed through the combustion process and the conditions that produce CO2 (which could not occur in a power station). The potential for the utilisation of CO2 was raised as an alternative to its storage and also in relation to whether stored CO2 could later be recovered and used.

3.2. Carbon capture and storage

Previous research suggests that support for CCS as a climate change mitigation strategy is likely to be a major factor in the way that specific projects are received (see for example (Shackley et al., 2005; Sharp et al., 2009; Terwel et al., 2011)). There was very limited awareness of CCS amongst participants—only one of whom could describe what CCS was. Following the presentation, participants described their positive and negative reactions to the technology.

Positive reactions included:

- CCS is seen as actively “doing something” about the problem of climate change;
- A sense of pride that Yorkshire could be seen as a leader (although concerns were also expressed that the area already supports an excessively high concentration of energy infrastructure);
- Identifying benefits in terms in terms of local jobs;

---
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The following two quotes capture the flavour of support for the technology:

It's not going to really directly affect you emotionally or physically.

Female (F4), Holme-on-Spalding Moor

I just think the CO2 is better down where it can be monitored and not floating around.

Male (M1), Barmston

None of the participants in the present study were opposed to CCS (or the proposed pipeline) and any negative local impacts were considered not to be significant. However, terms such as “dumping” were used rather than ‘storing’ CO2 (reinforcing aforementioned conclusions suggesting that the main concern expressed around the impacts of CCS relates to storage). In an unprompted discussion, participants in the Holme-on-Spalding Moor group also made a connection with the process of fracking for oil shale production and queried whether CO2 storage could cause earthquakes. The following negative aspects of CCS were raised:

- That CCS perpetuates the use of coal fired power stations;
- That eventually storage sites will be filled and at that point we will need alternative power generation options;
- The investment in CCS would be better directed to a longer term solution raising the question whether the UK should be concentrating on renewable energy instead (tidal, wind, solar all mentioned);

- Lack of confidence in modelling of the fate of stored CO2;
- The implications of interfering with nature, including potential for inducing earthquakes.

This moderate scepticism and resigned acceptance are reflected in the following quotes:

Do they know what timescale have we got, how long can we go on storing the CO2, what capacity we have to store it once we've outgrown the storage, then what do we do?

Male (M4), Barmston

Yeah, I don't have any objection to it in principle, I think there are better ways we could look to the future, but if it has to happen...

Female (F2), Holme-on-Spalding Moor

3.3. Transportation of CO2 by pipeline

The afternoon sessions of the two Focus Groups were devoted to CO2 pipelines and the Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) process. Here we present the results of these two sessions together; the two presentations were made by the same individual and although separated during the sessions, the discussions flowed across the two topics.

There are currently many 1000s of miles of pipeline in operation in the UK and a map of the UK pipeline network shown to the groups was met with surprise over its extent and coverage. The presentation was seen by participants as providing clear and transparent information; although the presentation reassured participants about the pipelines and the risks they bring, the main concerns, as indicated by the frequency and length of discussion related to: disruption, safety and trust in the companies involved.

Short term disruption during the construction of the pipeline was a particular concern, in terms of both the duration and impacts of the construction process. While some voiced concern about the impacts of a pipeline, for example on local wildlife, historical sites and the rural landscape, and possible impacts on local businesses dependent on tourism, others were confident that things would be restored after the construction phase, although the potential impact on existing coastal erosion remained a concern. An increase in construction traffic was also identified as potentially exacerbating an existing problem given the small roads connecting local towns and villages.

The broader issue of safety was raised in different contexts during the discussions. Initial concerns from participants about the consequences of a pipeline rupture, and the possibility of an explosion were allayed by appropriate information and experts answering questions about pipeline safety and the properties of CO2. However, because both CCS and CO2 pipelines are new technologies to the UK, participants voiced concerns over whether long- and short-term health and safety could be guaranteed. Particular issues related to pipeline leaks, the speed and accuracy of detection and what steps are taken to both prevent leaks from happening and putting them right in the event that they do. Participants were also concerned about the local environmental impacts of a pipeline leak, for example on plants, wildlife and farm animals. However, the discussions suggest that, despite an initial limited awareness of both CO2 and pipelines, a certain level of understanding was achieved, as illustrated by the following exchange:

Well, it would kill whatever was in that area.

Female (F1), Barmston

If it was concentrated enough and didn’t disperse quickly, yeah.

Female (F2), Barmston

The ‘first of a kind’ nature of the proposed pipeline was a concern to participants, who questioned the rationale for transporting CO2 by pipeline and the CCS process in general; scepticism expressed towards the pipeline project, extended to the research study itself. Although availability of evidence from other successful projects was identified as an important factor in promoting local acceptance, concerns remained:

I don’t know because I’m not a scientist, but there's always in the future lots of things [that] come back to bite us.

Female (F2), Holme-on-Spalding Moor

Rather than just letting us be a guinea pig.

Female (F4), Holme-on-Spalding Moor

Just the fact that there seems to be some glaringly obvious catches that none of us are not quite aware of because we're not quite knowledgeable. I mean the fact alone that you're running a focus group about it, I mean, why?

Female (F4), Holme-on-Spalding Moor

A discussion emerged during the Barmston group on whether the proposed pipeline would be a potential terrorist target. While participants themselves understood that there was no risk of explosion associated with a release of CO2, concern was voiced that this understanding might not be sufficiently widespread to prevent the pipeline becoming a potential target. Eventually participants concluded that this risk would not be great:

Regarding the terrorists, gas pipe, yeah, but not a CO2 pipe. I can't see what they've got to gain.

Male (M4), Barmston

Of greater concern was the possibility of third party damage, which in practice represents the greatest risk to pipeline integrity (Akel, 2011), with participants seeking reassurance that adequate
measures were in place to minimise the risk of, for example, accidental damage from farm or construction machinery:

How many ruthless builders are out there and will ignore it?
Female (F3), Barmston

Some concern was voiced about the companies involved, the management of the pipeline and the storage site, construction and operation, and the motives for involvement in the project. Although recognising National Grid as being responsible for the distribution of electricity and natural gas, participants queried whether it was a private or public sector organisation and its relationship with external regulators. Participants expressed concern over profit making organisations emphasising the wider environmental benefits of a project ahead of the financial benefits they would accrue.

I think in a perfect world all of this would be getting done just to save the planet or whatever, but at the end of the day you don’t get many businesses whose purpose in life is to save the planet.
Female (F5), Holme-on-Spalding Moor

While reassured by information presented on the variety of issues considered in the development of a pipeline, participants continually questioned the benefits offered by CCS and locating it in their region. There was concern that it added to the existing concentration of power generation infrastructure (fossil fuel power stations and wind farms) that residents had to tolerate:

I think there’s definitely a feeling from people in this area that we, in East Yorkshire, are being dumped on a bit.
Female (F1), Holme on Spalding Moor

I wonder why they have specifically targeted the east coast, is it because the land is flat?
Female (F3), Barmston

4. Discussion

When considering potential responses to a CO2 pipeline, existing associations, understanding and perceptions of what is being transported are likely to play a large part. The research presented here complements findings from previous studies suggesting that there is a reasonable level of general knowledge about CO2 among the lay public but a poor understanding of its more specific properties (Itaoka et al., 2012). In an assessment of their initial conceptions of CO2, participants were aware of the gas, its role in the wider environment and the potential for explosions as a consequence of a pipeline rupture. These concerns were allayed through further discussions about pipeline safety and the physical properties of CO2.

While participants were not initially familiar with the properties of CO2, an explanation of its basic physical properties supported their understanding of some of the consequences of transporting CO2 (such as the pipeline design and routing) and of the potential exposure to CO2 (for example, that it is an asphyxiant). This was evidenced in discussions relating to the relative implications of transporting different substances, revealing an ability to use this new understanding to conceptualise different types of risk. For example, participants appreciated that, unlike natural gas, CO2 is not explosive but that its high density results in a very different dispersion pattern to that of natural gas.

The potential public response to CCS technologies has been extensively studied and the results presented here are consistent with previous findings (see for example, Shackley et al., 2005; Ashworth et al., 2010; Fleishman et al., 2010; Oltra et al., 2010; Upham and Roberts, 2010). Participants had very little prior knowledge of CCS – few had even heard of the technology – making it difficult to predict how the debate will evolve as it enters the mainstream. However, on provision of introductory information about CCS, initial responses do not reflect an intuitive opposition to the technology. Participants understood the wider benefits to climate change mitigation, the potential benefits to the local economy and the kudos of pioneering a new technology and were able to rationalise the need to balance risks and benefits across different scales. This consistency with previous studies, suggests that the wider body of social research on CCS remains applicable in the context of the CO2 pipeline stage of the CCS chain. This is in itself a useful conclusion since, unlike the more geographically contained nature of the capture and storage stages, a pipeline directly affects different communities along its length.

Participants were reassured by and engaged positively with the technical assessments of risks presented to them; visual and practical demonstrations proved to be a particularly effective means of communicating complex scientific concepts. However, other, non-technical, risk factors were afforded equal attention when concerns and views of the CO2 pipeline were discussed, raising issues related to the themes of institutional control, familiarity and local context in particular.

Participants voiced a high degree of scepticism and questioned the motivations behind the pipeline construction, in line with earlier findings by Terwel et al. (2009). A lengthy discussion relating to the project developer and its relationship with government and shareholders revealed the importance of the reputation of the primary actors, reinforcing previous research findings (Oltra et al., 2012). For the communities along the pipeline route there is no strong local presence or familiarity with the developer and this did appear to affect the responses in terms of credibility and trust (Bradbury et al., 2011). Despite the developer’s absence from the groups and the stated independence of our research, participants nevertheless were suspicious of the purpose of the groups. Trust also emerged as factor influencing the degree of confidence in institutions to competently implement control, operation and regulation of both the pipeline and the wider CCS process.

Local and contextual issues held a strong influence with a fine balance between a sense of pride in the region’s potential role in addressing the climate change problem, alongside economic and employment benefits to the region, weighed against a perception that the area hosts more than its fair share of energy infrastructure, both fossil and renewable. The lack of familiarity with the technology also influenced how the pipeline was viewed. This was expressed in terms of CCS being unknown to the participants but also the fact that the development in their region would be the first of a kind for the UK, symbolically interpreted in contrasting terms of being “guinea pigs” and “pioneers”. With respect to the pipeline itself, the fact that CO2 is a ubiquitous and, at least superficially, familiar substance clearly has a role in how this tension plays out. Although not central to the research presented here, as participants tried to understand the implications of CO2 storage, the groups revealed the potential for CCS to be associated with another recent controversial and high profile activity relating to the subsurface, i.e. fracking. Future research by the authors is planned to explore the relevance of fracking in more detail, as people search for something against which to anchor their understanding of CO2 storage.

Compared with responses to previous pipeline developments, notably those associated with transport of oil and gas, the responses of the local participants to this study suggest two
5. Conclusions and policy recommendations

In the case of a CO₂ pipeline, public attitudes may be influenced not only by any risks or impact associated with the pipeline itself but by a host of other factors such as a lack of familiarity with the technology, local, contextual and institutional factors. Despite expressing a degree of scepticism, participants to this research were open minded and not immediately opposed to the prospect of a CO₂ pipeline. Although the approach described provides insights into the nature of the potential response to a CO₂ pipeline, establishing the extent to which the views of participants are representative of the wider local population would require further research, employing different research methods in order to access a larger sample. As the development proceeds and the debate opens up, bringing in wider influences and other actors, recognising the importance of both socio-cultural and technical risk factors will be crucial in understanding how broader public opinion will evolve.

While a lack of information rarely tells the full story, it does not mean that communities don’t need access to clear, transparent and balanced information in order to form an opinion. Participants responded positively to the provision of detailed information explaining the motivations and processes behind the pipeline development and the opportunity to ask questions. While there is some experience of so-called large group processes that suggest a level of engagement equivalent to the deliberative focus group process may be possible on a larger scale (Ashworth et al., 2009b; Howell et al., 2012), a variety of engagement and information approaches is likely to be needed. The challenge of recruiting a sufficient number of participants, both to the focus groups and the wider consultation process, indicates a tension between a claimed desire for information and uptake of the information when it is provided. Different types and levels of engagement will be suitable for different individuals, information materials need to be tailored to different audiences and opportunities to engage provided in a variety of ways.

Participants expressed a high degree of scepticism towards the key drivers of a company planning a CO₂ pipeline, suggesting that if developers focus primarily on the climate change benefits of a project, this may impact negatively on how the developer is perceived. Trust within the local community that the developer will minimise risk during the route selection and subsequent construction, operation and maintenance of the pipeline was seen as key during Focus Group discussions. Impacts that participants associated with the proposed CO₂ pipeline were expressed in terms of the safety aspects but also physical disruption, impact on the landscape and a sense of bearing the burden of energy supply infrastructure in the region (where there is a concentration of both fossil fuel power stations and large scale wind farms).

Existing knowledge of CO₂ is limited within lay publics; the research presented in this paper suggests that there exists both a capacity and willingness to engage with issues around CO₂, its transportation by pipeline and the associated risks. In a densely populated country like the UK, a new pipeline will potentially impact a large number of people—the success of a CCS project will depend on affected communities tolerating the presence of a pipeline in their environs. If the initial route planning and construction of a pipeline has proceeded without unresolved controversy, community focus on a pipeline is likely to fade as its trace on the landscape fades.
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